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Our social, economic, technological, and 
cultural frameworks are shifting rapidly. Our 
world has become even more asymmetric. 
Our clients’ expectations and behaviors 
have become unpredictable. Our people and 
teams are emotionally weary and worried 
about the future. Our business ecosystems 
are stressed and our partners are inwardly 
focused. We are rethinking our business 
architecture, models, and strategy.

CEOs, business owners and senior leaders 
are living in a very challenging world that 
most were unprepared to deal with.

We are living in an 
environment of 
uncertainty and rapid 
change.



This is where I come in!

Speed, clarity, resilience, flexibility, agility, trust, 
collaboration, communication are words that most 
leaders have spoken, but few practice with 
authenticity.

We can no longer operate within our comfort zones. In 
fact, there are no comfort zones anymore in this 
environment of uncertainty and rapid change.

To be resilient and live without comfort zones, senior 
executives and their teams must constantly assess the 
context they operate in, their skills, knowledge and 
development needs, and must ensure they are able to 
cope productively and timely with an environment that 
is in constant transformation.

In organisations that are complex, global, diverse, rich 
in experiences and ultra dynamic, we can no longer 
expect that senior leadership and their teams be 
prepared to respond to the uncertainty and rapid 
changes, unless we help them up their game to deal 
with this new reality.



I develop CEOs, Senior 
Leaders, Entrepreneurs, 
and Leadership Teams

to become the best 
versions of themselves 

in an environment of 
uncertainty and rapid 
change.

What I do



I am a tailor.

I put myself into your shoes by listening and engaging 
in a conversation about you.

I listen and learn to understand what keeps you up at 
night and what are your aspirations.

I value the uniqueness of each situation, so 
conversations are fluid and forever evolving. I am 
adaptive and responsive to situations and client needs 
and aspirations.

Through empathic listening, enquiry, support and 
challenge and endless curiosity, we move from the 
obvious through various layers to get to the root 
causes that truly require our attention.

I operate outside of the box and there’s no comfort 
zone. I challenge the norm and never conform to the 
obvious. I am multinational and multicultural and I 
believe my decades of global experience generate 
unique value.

This is where it all starts...



What you can 
expect from me 
as a coach.
Some of the things I bring to the table 
• over four decades of global experience as an 

Executive and Team Coach working with CEOs, 
Senior Leaders, Business Owners, top talent, and 
Leadership Teams in a significant number of the 
major global companies (including a number of 
Fortune 500), innovative companies operating in 
new ecosystems and dynamic family owned 
businesses across Europe, North and South 
America, and Asia Pacific

• an uncanny ability to listen empathically, engage 
in a robust conversation and dig deeper below the 
surface, to go beyond the obvious and get to the 
root causes that require our attention

• the right balance between “support” and 
challenge”, continuously adjusting our working 
style so that it is productive and reaches the 
desired results

• the ability to fully integrate “who you are” and 
“what you do” in order to produce a real and 
sustainable transformation in your life, your 
objectives, and your results

• a rich global network that can bring significant 
value and diversity to the coaching process



The coach as map maker.
As a coach, I help people get from point A to point B. It sounds simple 
enough, but the exact terrain between the two points is often obscure 
and complex to get to.

The coach as lamplighter.
A coach is often the only person in an executive’s life who will hold the 
lamp high enough for the client to see beyond immediate 
commitments and goals. Executives tend to be very short tem 
focused. As a coach I push out the time and priority boundaries and 
ensure we work with the end in mind.

The coach as gap filler.
As a coach, I help identify and close skill, behavior, knowledge and 
networking gaps. Most people have a sense for where they lack skills, 
behaviors or knowledge, but as a coach I will quickly get to the pain 
point.

The coach as context builder.
Every environment has qualities that may not be immediately apparent 
to the client. As a coach, I have experience from many different 
environments, business ecosystems, cultures, and the benefit of an 
outsider’s perspective. I also help to connect the dots beyond the 
obvious, since the real meaning and value are often found in the not so 
obvious.

The coach as mirror.
As a coach, I will usually be the only one to reflect brutal and honest 
reality and remind the client who they are and what is most important 
to them.

The coach as champion for one’s best self.
As a coach, I am trained to focus attention on what is working and on 
the client’s strengths. I will always challenge you to go beyond what 
you think is possible. A coach masters the art of timely support and 
challenge as a means to move the client beyond his perceived limits. 

These are the cements that define my 
coaching philosophy.



My focus in Executive Coaching is to work with CEOs, C-Level 
senior leaders and entrepreneurs. I partner with you in a “real 
play” thought-provoking and creative process, which inspires you 
to “connect the dots” and maximize your personal and 
professional potential.

Through co-creation, collaboration, disruption, agility and value, we develop a 
relationship in which both sides work to reach an agreed-upon destination.

The aim of the partnership is to bring about a sustained behavioral and performance 
transformation and profoundly shift the quality of your and your team’s working and 
personal life, whilst maximizing your potential and generating sustainable value.

Individual coaching is a very powerful way to help someone reflect upon issues that 
affect their performance and well-being. But just focusing on the individual and what 
is going on for them internally, is only part of the picture. All really effective coaching 
addresses not only the individual, but the systems, of which they are a part. 
Sustainable individual change can often only be achieved, if we consider the systems 
around them to reinforce new behaviors, priorities and ways of thinking.

Although we focus on a very extensive number of areas, these are some of the top 
work areas that CEOs, business owners and C-Level senior leaders have focused on 
recently in our coaching sessions

• Knowledge and use of self. is defined as a thorough understanding of one’s 
essential characteristics and qualities: needs, values, strengths, weaknesses, 
being, identity.

• Authentic Communication. It’s the art and technique of using words effectively 
and gracefully to impart ideas. An exchange of thoughts, messages or information 
that is effective and clear.

• Impact and influence. This is the ability to define and communicate an objective 
or idea in a compelling manner that rallies support. The ability to think analytically 
and communicate effectively with an awareness of context and others’ styles, 
knowledge, interests and preparedness.

• Purpose and Goal setting. This is about setting direction and meeting objectives. 
We get clarity on why we exist. As well, a goal must have a deadline and be 
specific, measurable and compelling.

• Partnering for performance and clear agreements. is defined as a relationship 
and agreements among individuals and groups that are characterized by mutual 
understanding, cooperation and responsibility to achieve a specific goal. Clear 
agreements are defined as: an understanding or arrangement between people 
regarding what is going to be done, by whom, how and by when.

CEO + C-Level + Entrepreneur Coach.



Leadership Team coaching is an iterative process through which a 
team coach both supports as well as challenges a leadership 
team to accelerate its learning and performance over a given 
period of time.

Team coaching can be leveraged to generate results, enhance employee 
engagement, drive organizational change, foster innovation, development leadership 
cultures and much more.

As a Team Coach, I work with a wide variety of teams (Executive Committe teams, 
Project teams, Multicultural and Multinational teams, Innovation Teams, Sales teams, 
Transformation teams). However, my main focus is on working with Leadership 
Teams (also known as Management Teams or Executive Committees).

Some of the benefits of Leadership Team Coaching include - accelerate learning and 
performance, diagnose and design high performing teams, foster innovation, 
promote agility, proactively engage stakeholders, grow collective leadership 
capability, drive organizational change, break down silos.

As an effective Leadership Team Coach, there are five key elements that I add to the 
process, which I believe strongly enhance results

• A focus on the whole. As a Team Coach, I have the ability to coach individuals in 
many ways, but the goal is to facilitate learning for the team as a whole. I find 
ways for team members to gain insight and practice different behaviors in the 
context of the team and its goals. Individual assessment and feedback is also a 
component of team coaching, but it is always related to improving team 
effectiveness.

• A systems-thinking perspective. As a coach, I understand the complex 
organizational and strategic dynamics in which the team operates.

• Comfort with ambiguity and complexity. Team dynamics often create 
unpredictability and complexity. I don’t expect to drive the direction and specific 
outcomes of the team. Instead, I have to be willing to learn the ways in which the 
team works, and then coach accordingly.

• The ability to set boundaries. I am skilled at understanding, identifying and 
managing boundaries. I am finely attuned to the many relationships within the 
team. I work within at least four relational units: with individuals, with the team as 
a whole, with the organization, and with the organization’s broader business 
ecosystem.

• A long-term view. Team coaching doesn’t always have immediate results. Other 
business and organizational demands are great and constant so, as a coach I do 
not pressure the group to change too much too soon. With persistence and 
patience, the team and the individuals within it function more effectively.

Leadership Team Coach.



During the past 30 years, I have been an Executive and Team 
Coach focused on the development of partners and top talent at 
major consultancies, Big4 Firms and Legal Firms.

Having spent the past four decades (including 10 years as a partner of a major global 
consultancy firm) living withing Professional Services Firms, understanding 
intrinsically well the business transformations they have gone through (and continue 
to go through), and having coached hundreds of partners and teams over the years, 
has given me a unique understanding of how partners, top talent and teams think, 
feel and act.

My focus on Partner Coaching is twofold

• working with partners to shift their mindset from technicians who sell a product to 
their clients’ technical staff, to entrepreneurial business people who build trust 
based relationships with CEOs, business owners and C-suite executives to whom 
they sell integrated value propositions through a model of consultative selling

• shifting the partner’s mindset from a technician who works in a vertical silo, to a 
business leader who develops teams and builds an integrated business model 
across the whole firm, that integrates its full power and resources and puts them 
at the service of the client to resolve complex issues

My focus on Top Talent Coaching is primarily to coach Directors who are on the 
partner track, through the internal national and international processes to become 
partners.

My focus on Team Coaching is threefold

• working as a Team Coach to support large bid teams from beginning to end of a 
sales process

• working as a shadow Team Coach for Project teams engaged in highly complex 
projects, specifically global or multinational projects that bring together different 
cultures and diversity

• working as a Team Coach for Project teams engaged in complex post deal 
integrations

Coaching at Professional Services 
Firms.



I am a member of the Forbes Coaches Council, an 
invitation-only community for the world’s top 
executive business coaches. 

As an official member, I contribute to Forbes on 
such topics as CEO and C-Level growth and 
alignment, strategy in uncertain times, high 
performing management teams, cultural DNA, 
organizational effectiveness, trust, collaboration, 
and communication. 

I write articles and participate on expert panels on 
Forbes.com. (Luis’s Forbes Profile)

https://profiles.forbes.com/members/coaches/profile/Luis-Costa-CEO-%252B-C-Level-%252B-Top-Team-Coach-%257C-Strategic-Advisor-Luis-Costa-coach-%C2%B7-facilitator-%C2%B7-speak/e5c9247d-3dc7-4306-b00e-024e250356d9


About
Luis Costa.
Luis Costa is a Portuguese American who lived and worked in the USA, Canada and in London 
before moving to Barcelona. After spending 25 years in the USA (a product of American Universities 
and a Partner at a strategic consulting firm in the 80s), Luis became a coach, mentor and strategic 
advisor to CEOs, C-Level executives, entrepreneurs, and senior management teams in a significant 
number of the major global companies (including many Fortune 500), innovative companies 
operating in new ecosystems and dynamic family-owned businesses. He is also a coach and a 
leadership and business advisor to senior partners in Professional Services Firms and Law Firms. 
(www.luissoarescosta.com)

Luis is a member of the Forbes Coaches Council, an invitation-only community for the world’s top 
executive business coaches. As an official member, he contributes to Forbes on such topics as CEO 
and C-Level growth and alignment, strategy in uncertain times, high performing management 
teams, cultural DNA, organizational effectiveness, trust, collaboration, and communication. He
writes articles and participates on expert panels on Forbes.com. (Luis’s Forbes Profile)

Luis is also a business mentor at Torch, a global platform of mentors, coaches, psychologists, 
entrepreneurs, and people managers who have seen first-hand the impact of thoughtful leadership. 
It exists to build better leaders and through the belief that business growth comes from personal 
growth.

Luis is a co-founder at THE CORE – Family and Business Advisors (www.the-core.es), an initiative 
focused on the development of individuals, families, and family businesses to promote convergence 
and sustainable growth. He is also a co-founder of Costa-Cavallo (www.costa-cavallo.com), a 
boutique of senior advisors specialized in working with Middle Market companies and business 
owners.

Over the past four decades, Luis developed extensive expertise in several areas and is invited to 
speak regularly at conferences, senior management, leadership, and other corporate events. He is 
also invited as strategy subject matter expert to provide thought leadership to several think tanks. 

He works interchangeably in English, Spanish, Portuguese and French and spends most of his time 
collaborating with clients throughout Europe, North and South America and Asia Pacific.

https://luissoarescosta.com/
https://profiles.forbes.com/members/coaches/profile/Luis-Costa-CEO-%252B-C-Level-%252B-Top-Team-Coach-%257C-Strategic-Advisor-Luis-Costa-coach-%C2%B7-facilitator-%C2%B7-speak/e5c9247d-3dc7-4306-b00e-024e250356d9
https://www.the-core.es/
https://www.costa-cavallo.com/


A great relationship begins with 
a simple conversation! 
Let’s Talk!

I have dedicated the past four decades to the 
understanding of how senior leadership and business 
owners generate value in dynamic business 
ecosystems and environments of rapid change.

I have specifically focused on the challenges faced by 
CEOs, senior leaders, and entrepreneurs to engage 
the hearts and minds of their people on how to 
generate “new ways of working” and “new ways of 
being”.

I am the result of these transformative experiences 
and of an insatiable need to continuously challenge 
the status quo and look for new and innovative ways 
to address the leadership challenges of today, and 
anticipate those of tomorrow.

I know you share this passion and curiosity and I look 
forward to collaborating with you and to explore how, 
together, we can co-create and collaborate to help 
you “connect the dots” and maximize your personal 
and professional potential.



I’m looking
forward to a 

productive
conversation

with you.

You can contact me at

coach@luissoarescosta.com

Website

LinkedIn

Forbes Profile

http://coach@luissoarescosta.com
https://luissoarescosta.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/luissoarescosta/
https://profiles.forbes.com/members/coaches/profile/Luis-Costa-CEO-%252B-C-Level-%252B-Top-Team-Coach-%257C-Strategic-Advisor-Luis-Costa-coach-%C2%B7-facilitator-%C2%B7-speak/e5c9247d-3dc7-4306-b00e-024e250356d9

